Notification from Serbia

04/01/2010

MISTAKE OCCURRED IN THE DATE OF ISSUING ECMT LICENCES
Subject: Notification on the mistake occurred in the date of issuing ECMT licences and stolen ECMT licence

Dear Ms. Shatberashvili,

We would like to inform you that due to mistake occurred on the date of issuing on some ECMT licences and accompanied logbooks, instead of 30.12.2009 there were as issuing date put 30.12.2010.

The ECMT licences and logbook where the mistake occurred are:
ECMT licences No.: 00069-00087, 00155-00189, 00491-00536, 00381-00404, 00224-00236, 00806-00914, 00304-00331.

That is why we kindly ask you to consider this ECMT licences valid and inform the competent authorities of all ECMT member countries about this mistake.

In addition, we use this opportunity to inform you the ECMT licence No. 00415 was stolen on 29.12.2009. We kindly ask you for dissemination of the information to all ECMT member countries in order to prevent any misuse of the licence.